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Abstract—Finding viable metrics to assess the effectiveness of
intelligent transportation systems (ITSs) in terms of safety is one
of the major challenges in vehicular networking research. We
aim to provide a metric, i.e., an estimation of the vehicle collision probability at intersections, that can be used for evaluating
intervehicle communication (IVC) concepts. In the last years, the
vehicular networking community reported in several studies that
safety-enhancing protocols and applications cannot be evaluated
based only on networking metrics such as delays and packet loss
rates. We present an evaluation scheme that addresses this need
by quantifying the probability of a future crash, depending on
the situation in which a vehicle is receiving a beacon message
[e.g., a cooperative awareness message (CAM) or a basic safety
message (BSM)]. Thus, our criticality metric also allows for fully
distributed situation assessment. We investigate the impact of
safety messaging between cars approaching an intersection using
a modified road traffic simulator that allows selected vehicles to
disregard traffic rules. As a direct result, we show that simple beaconing is not as effective as anticipated in suburban environments.
More profoundly, however, our simulation results reveal more
details about the timeliness (regarding the criticality assessment)
of beacon messages, and as such, they can be used to develop more
sophisticated beaconing solutions.
Index Terms—Vehicle safety, vehicular ad hoc networks, wireless communication.

I. I NTRODUCTION

C

RASH mitigation and crash avoidance are two of the
major applications of intelligent transportation systems
(ITSs) [1]. Most recent approaches for active safety also take
intervehicle communications (IVC) into consideration [2]. In
general, research on IVC is mainly motivated by two classes
of applications: safety and efficiency. Both require proper management of the wireless communication channel [1], [3]–[5],
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but the first application type, i.e., safety, adds further demands
such as extremely low transmission latencies combined with
high communication reliability [6], [7].
With the development and standardization of dedicated shortrange communication (DSRC) using IEEE 802.11p at the access level [8], short-range radio broadcast became a viable
complement to cellular communications and one of the preferred technologies for low-latency communications between
vehicles in close vicinity. DSRC promises to reduce accidents
by enabling novel support systems. Within this scope, a wide
range of applications has been identified, from emergency
braking systems for highways [9] to more radical innovations
such as virtual traffic lights [10], [11].
One of these applications is intersection collision warning
systems (ICWSs), which can offer real-time warnings up to
fully automated reactions [12]–[14]. The benefit of such systems has already been investigated thoroughly using driving
simulators. In 2009, Chang et al. have shown that audio-based
ICWSs are able to reduce drivers’ reaction time and hence
reduce the accident rate [12], e.g., for young inexperienced
drivers. The impact of different warning systems has been
studied in [15], and each investigated type clearly indicates
a substantial safety advantage. These early results show the
potential of ICWSs as the number of intersection crashes could
be reduced by 40% to 50%. However, these results should be
seen as a baseline as they neither address how ICWS can be
implemented nor consider the involved networking issues.
In this paper, we employ simple beaconing, i.e., onehop broadcasts, for exchanging safety critical information via
DSRC in the context of ICWSs at suburban intersections.
Third- and fourth-generation approaches are also considered for
this application scenario [16], [17] but are outside the scope
of this paper. Beaconing has been identified in the literature
as a communication strategy suitable for many challenging
vehicular networking applications [3], [9], [18], [19]. It is being
standardized for the dissemination of safety critical information
to be broadcast periodically at 1 to 25 Hz in the form of
cooperative awareness messages (CAMs) [4] and basic safety
messages (BSMs) [20] in Europe and in the U.S., respectively.
In previous work [7], we also explored possible improvements
using available relay nodes (e.g., parked vehicles [21] close to
the intersection). In this paper, we focus on the possibility of
estimating the collision probability when a beacon message is
received. The approach is fully distributed and does not require
external infrastructure. Our goal is to gain insight into the
requirements of the communication platform, but (unlike earlier
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work) we approach this problem from the wireless networking
perspective.
Two issues have routinely been overlooked in the past. First,
networking-related metrics often do not reveal the quality of
ITS-based solutions [2]. Second, the gap between application
requirements and networking concepts needs to be closed [22].
In particular, in most vehicular ad hoc network studies on
safety and safety applications, the performance of the applications was not measured through safety metrics, although the
final goal of these applications is to investigate the benefit that
they are able to provide for the driver and not delay or packet
loss. Therefore, we believe that it is important that future proposals are not analyzed with network metrics such as latency,
goodput, or dissemination area, but that studies concentrate
on safety metrics [2], answering more relevant questions such
as how many crashes can be avoided, and can the impact of
crashes be significantly reduced? Accordingly, we develop new
safety metrics and show in this paper, which extends earlier
work presented in [7], how these reflect the performance of
simple beaconing based communications.
Our main contributions can be summarized as follows.
• Collision probability estimation. We built upon the initial coarse-risk classification that we presented in [7] to
develop a more comprehensive estimation of criticality,
which is now expressed as collision probability. This
probability is a quantitative measure of the criticality of
intersection approach situations (see Section III).
• Integration into a road traffic simulator. We developed
a simulation environment that enables the (collision-free)
road traffic simulator SUMO to support vehicles that selectively ignore traffic rules; we further integrated the possibility of detecting the resulting crashes or near crashes
(see Section IV).
• Validation of the probability estimation. We carefully evaluated our collision probability using measurements from a
high number of simulated intersection approaches, using
lane geometry imported from OpenStreetMap (presented
in Section V-A). Using two simple example models, we
show how our mathematical approach can be adapted to
capture different driver behaviors (see Section V-B and C).
• Implications on vehicular networking concepts: We study
the impact of beaconing for the transmission of safety
messages in non-line-of-sight scenarios, investigating the
timeliness (regarding the criticality assessment) of beacon
messages. Our results indicate that simple beaconing is
not as effective as anticipated in suburban environments;
further insights can be used to develop more sophisticated
CAM/BSM beaconing solutions (see Section V-D).
II. R ELATED W ORK
This paper focuses on collision avoidance at intersections as
one application of ITS; hence, it touches on not only communications issues but also on research areas such as control theory,
transportation science, and road traffic engineering.
Starting with the communication perspective, we investigate
the possibilities of intersection safety applications using simple beaconing strategies as currently proposed in standards
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[4], [20]. In the vehicular networking community, approaches
clearly outperforming simple beaconing in terms of channel
load or information dissemination range have been proposed.
DV-Cast [23] aims at mitigating the broadcast storm problem
by rebroadcasting first (and hopefully only) from the vehicles
farthest from the original sender. The protocol can also switch
between relaying and opportunistic forwarding depending on
the estimated advantages. An initial work on adaptive beaconing is Adaptive Traffic Beacon [3], which continuously adapts
to the available channel capacity by modifying the beaconing
interval. Beaconing and adaptive changes of the beaconing
interval have also been investigated in many other publications
[18], [19].
Based on these studies, decentralized congestion control
(DCC) has been suggested in ETSI ITS-G5 to cope with
congestion problems [24], [25], and more advanced dynamic
beaconing approaches have been proposed [5]. Nevertheless,
optimizations in this network-specific domain are not the focus
of this paper.
When looking at the communication perspective of intersection applications, most approaches did not evaluate their
communication systems using safety metrics [10], [11], [26].
Le et al. looked at the busy time fraction of DSRC systems
for intersection safety [26] using a simplified radio propagation
model that uses only a fixed unit-disk communication range.
A detailed study on communication requirements for crash
avoidance applications has been published in [27]. The authors
changed collision-free vehicle traces by artificially injecting
collisions with constant velocity to evaluate their protocol in
terms of crash mitigation possibilities. However, simplifying
assumptions such as idealistic radio signal propagation and
not considering low-speed collisions (< 7 m/s) limit the contribution for intersection safety applications. We go one step
further and evaluate the ICWS with new safety metrics that
are based on the collision probability of two approaching
vehicles.
Tang and Yip [28] investigated timings for collision avoidance systems assuming DSRC transmission delays of 25 and
300 ms in normal and poorer channel conditions, respectively.
They introduced the time-to-avoid collision metric, which represents the time from detecting a potential collision to the point
of barely avoiding a collision and concentrated on the events
(when to warn a driver early and latest, reaction of the driver,
and different deceleration rates) within this time interval. This
metric is definitely a good possibility for comparing information dissemination protocols for intersection safety; however,
the point in time for detecting a potential collision has not
been defined explicitly, and their analysis is limited to two fixed
transmission delays, which in reality will vary.
Research that focuses on estimating, predicting, and/or reducing the likelihood of crashes at an intersection provides
various approaches to model intersection approaching vehicles. This research goes as far as to include threat assessment
for avoiding arbitrary collisions with bicycles. For this, lateral and longitudinal movements and vehicle dynamics have
been modeled [29], yet communication aspects have not been
investigated. Lefèvre et al. [30] point out that risk assessment at intersections is possible by comparing intention and
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expectation. Liebner et al. [31] also used drivers’ intent inference at intersections.
In our opinion, an approach that restricts the analysis of
communication protocols to one particular estimated driver
behavior is not applicable. Therefore, we decided to use another approach to modeling safety aspects for intersectionapproaching vehicles: model the probability of all possible
future trajectories, and exploit their likelihood to estimate
collision probabilities. In this area, Tan and Huang [32] have
explored the possibilities of future trajectory prediction for
cooperative collision warning systems with a focus on the
engineering feasibility using simple GPS receivers and motion
sensors.
Verma and Del Vecchio [33] presented a hybrid control
approach for cooperative active safety systems, which was
evaluated in the laboratory using robots. However, even under
laboratory conditions, it becomes clear that the communication
delay is critical for the controller and even caused failures.
Hafner et al. [34] have built an automated vehicle-to-vehicle
(V2V) collision avoidance application that avoids collisions by
automatically controlling the longitudinal movements of both
vehicles. The decision whether the system needs to control the
brake and throttle is based on the calculation of the capture set,
which is the set of all situations where no control input is able
to prevent a collision [35] and the prevention of such situations.
They showed that the controller is able to avoid collisions
under favorable communication conditions with a two-car real
testbed.
In contrast, this paper focuses on the communication aspects;
hence, its goal is not to design a novel vehicle controller. Thus,
we abstract the aspects (i.e., lateral and longitudinal vehicle
dynamics, sensor errors, and feedback control) that would
be needed in this case, focusing instead on the identification
of communication conditions that would hamper any control
system.
Our approach uses a probabilistic model for trajectories to
represent all possible future driver behaviors and to derive
collision probabilities, but we do not attempt to take decisions
that influence their future evolution (triggering an automated
reaction or warning a driver), leaving these aspects for future
works. We use the presented intersection collision probability to
evaluate the communication aspects of ICWSs, and it provides
the potential for enhancing future communication strategies for
intersection safety applications.
III. I NTERSECTION C OLLISION P ROBABILITY
Our goal in establishing a criticality metric is to calculate
the probability of a possible collision whenever we have new
information about two potentially colliding vehicles available,
i.e., every time a car receives a beacon message (which includes
position information speed, heading, etc., of the sender). In our
case, the needed information for two approaching vehicles A
and B consists of the distances from their trajectories’ intersection dA and dB and the speeds vA and vB , as well as the
maximum acceleration amax and the maximum deceleration (in
terms of a minimum, negative acceleration) amin . Notably, amin
and amax are not necessarily the same for vehicles A and B

Fig. 1. Coordinate space for vehicles A and B for different intersection types.
(a) X-intersection. (b) Y-intersection.

Fig. 2. Sample trajectory of vehicle A dependent on its distance dA and
speed vA . Distances denter and dleave , and times tenter and tleave are shown
for an orthogonal X-intersection.

but depend on each vehicle model. To simplify the notation in
this paper, we omit the vehicle-dependent indexes for these two
physical boundaries in the following.
For defining distances dA and dB , the intersection is modeled
as a simple coordinate space, where the axes are defined by
the future driving path of the vehicles and are not necessarily
orthogonal (cf. Fig. 1). The axes’ origins are at the center of
where the vehicles’ trajectories intersect. In the following, we
concentrate on the X-intersection shown in Fig. 1(a). However,
by considering the interdependence of the two distances, a
Y-intersection, as shown in Fig. 1(b), can be modeled similarly.
A. Trajectories
To define the intersection collision probability, we first need
to mathematically model all possible driver behaviors of a
single vehicle.
Depending on the current distance dA and speed vA of
vehicle A, an unlimited number of future trajectories TA (i.e.,
different intersection approaches) are possible. With current
time being t0 , a trajectory is a feasible function of time that
describes the vehicle’s distance from the intersection center
respecting the initial conditions and acceleration limits, i.e.,
TA (t0 ) = dA

ṪA (t0 ) = vA ,

amin ≤ T̈A (t) ≤ amax .

(1)

Given the current distance dA and speed vA of vehicle A,
we callthe measurable set of all possible future trajectories
TA = TA . This set is limited by the maximum acceleration
amax and maximum deceleration amin , as shown in Fig. 2.
To determine whether a collision happens for two trajectories
TA ∈ TA and TB ∈ TB , we define the function coll (TA , TB ) as

1, if there is a collision
coll (TA , TB ) =
(2)
0, otherwise
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where we define a collision as occuring if the bounding boxes
of the vehicles are overlapping at some point in time during the
intersection approach.
B. Definition of Collision Probability
If we integrate over all possible trajectories TA and TB of
two approaching vehicles, we can define the probability PC of
a collision at an intersection as
 
p(TA , TB ) coll (TA , TB ) dTA dTB .
(3)
PC =
TB TA

The function p(TA , TB ) gives the probability that the trajectories TA and TB are chosen and hence provides the possibility of
modeling different kinds of driver behavior. In particular, this
general definition of the collision probability does not assume
the two chosen trajectories to be independent of each other.
Moreover, our calculated collision probability does not distinguish situations where a crash has happened already (which is
called a bad set in [34]) and a future crash is unavoidable (which
is called a capture set in [34]); PC will in both situations be
100%. In the following, we continue with a simplified version
of this general approach because, to evaluate communication
strategies for ICWSs, we do not need to model details such
as lateral movements and/or longitudinal vehicle dynamics, for
example.
C. General Assumptions
The formulation presented is very general and has high
expressive power. However, without some additional assumptions, it is hardly tractable. Thus, we now introduce several
simplifying assumptions that can be selectively relaxed when
additional insight on a specific issue is needed. As a first
simplification, in the following, we consider only orthogonal
X-intersection crossings without turning maneuvers. In this
case, a collision happens for two given trajectories if both
vehicles are in the potential collision area, i.e., where the vehicles might hit/touch each other [shown in Fig. 1(a) as orange
crosshatched area] at the same time. The size of the potential
collision area depends only on the vehicles widths. Thus, the
times tenter and tleave , i.e., when a vehicle enters and leaves
the potential collision area of a given trajectory, respectively,
can be calculated using the trajectory and the distances denter
and dleave . The relationship between a sample trajectory TA ,
the times tenter and tleave , and the distances denter and dleave is
shown in Fig. 2.
As a second simplification, we assume that the probabilities
for the two trajectories TA and TB are independent. Currently,
the literature does not give insight into whether and to what
degree two approaching vehicles might influence the behavior
of each other (causing a driver to accelerate, decelerate, or
swerve). Moreover, we are particularly interested in situations
where the drivers are not aware of each other; hence, the
probability of choosing a certain trajectory does not depend on
the other one. Furthermore, we consider only trajectories with a
constant acceleration between amin and amax . Under this con-

Fig. 3. Example of a triangular acceleration probability distribution conditioned on the present acceleration (solid line) compared with a uniform
distribution (dashed line).

straint, every trajectory T can be identified by a tuple (a, v, d),
and we can define a new function coll(·, ·) analogous to (2) but
only depending on these values. Hence, we can calculate PC by
integrating over the interval amin and amax for both vehicles as
follows:
⎤ ⎡
⎤⎞
⎛⎡
amax
amax
aB
aA
p(aB )
p(aA ) coll ⎝⎣ vA ⎦ , ⎣ vB ⎦⎠ daA daB .
PC =
dA
dB
amin
amin
(4)
The behavior of drivers, i.e., how likely it is that a driver
chooses a certain acceleration, can now be modeled by defining
the distribution of accelerations. In the following, we present
two possible simple distributions to give an idea of their impact
on collision probability.
D. Uniform Acceleration Probability Distribution
One simple example is a uniform distribution of all possible
accelerations between amin and amax . We will use this distribution to demonstrate the applicability of the collision probability
defined in (3). Probability p(a) can be then calculated as

1
p(a) = amax −amin , if amin ≤ a ≤ amax
(5)
0,
otherwise
resulting in
1
PC =
(amax −amin )2

⎤ ⎡ ⎤⎞
aB
aA
coll ⎝⎣ vA ⎦,⎣ vB ⎦⎠ daA daB .
dA
dB
amin amin
(6)
amax amax

⎛⎡

E. Towards More Realistic Driver Behavior
As a uniform acceleration distribution does not account for
the current acceleration of the car, it might not represent typical
human driver behavior well. It might be considered more likely
that the driver continues to drive with the current acceleration;
similarly, extreme accelerations could be very unlikely. One
possibility for representing such behavior is to employ a triangular acceleration probability distribution with lower limit
amin , mode acur , and upper limit amax , as shown in Fig. 3.
When using this distribution, the collision probability PC can
still be calculated using (4).
IV. S IMULATION M ODEL AND S ETUP
We conducted an extensive simulation study to validate
and evaluate the proposed collision probability estimation. For
this, we used version 2.0 of the vehicular network simulator
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TABLE I
ROAD T RAFFIC S IMULATION PARAMETERS , I NCLUDING
C AR -F OLLOWING PARAMETERS FOR IDM

TABLE II
C OMMUNICATION S IMULATION PARAMETERS FOR S IGNAL
ATTENUATION , P HYSICAL L AYER , AND MAC

larity for the vehicle movements. Considering the maximum
possible speed vmax and the maximum deceleration and acceleration amin and amax , respectively, of the vehicle, we can compute the maximum possible error  introduced by deceleration
and acceleration as
1
1
εdec = |amin |t2step , εacc = |amax |t2step
2
2
ε = max(εdec , εacc ).

(7)
(8)

Veins [36], which bidirectionally couples the road traffic simulator SUMO and the network simulator OMNeT++. It extends
the MiXiM physical-layer simulation framework and provides
a rich set of simulation models for realistic simulation of IVC
protocols and applications.

In our simulations, we choose time step tstep = 5 ms for
simulating the longitudinal movements within SUMO, which
leads to a maximum error  = 0.12 mm (i.e., the vehicle is
braking with maximum deceleration). Moreover, the selected
simulation time step results in a maximum step distance of
vmax × tstep = 8.405 cm and allows us to detect vehicle collisions very accurately. Still, with a low probability, we might
fail to detect slightly “touching” vehicles; how we account for
these inaccuracies is detailed in Section V.

A. Modeling Road Traffic and Crash Situations

B. Modeling Communication

We simulated a typical suburban X-intersection, which is
based on lane geometry imported from OpenStreetMap, and let
two vehicles approach the intersection, then cross it without
turning. For this paper, we used the intelligent driver model
(IDM), the car-following model [37] (to reproduce realistic
braking behavior [13]), and a modified version of SUMO
that allows us to let selected vehicles ignore traffic rules [7].
We randomly selected 50% of approaching vehicles to ignore
traffic rules. For inducing situations of different criticality at
the intersection, the two vehicles used random initial speeds,
maximum speeds, and desired deceleration values as listed in
Table I. The variation of IDM parameters resembles different
driver behaviors. Since we want to evaluate intersection warning applications regarding their communication requirements,
our simulated intersection approaches do not resemble lateral
and longitudinal vehicle dynamics.
In Fig. 4, the potential collision area of two approaching
vehicles, the intersection, and vehicle geometry are shown
in detail, Since vehicles in this simulation study cross the
intersection without turning, this yields a rectangular potential
collision area of size 1.75 m × 1.75 m.
Since our simulation study is based on the discrete road
traffic simulator SUMO and the linearly interpolating mobility
model of Veins, we assessed the necessary simulation granu-

All communication-relevant parameters are summarized in
Table II to ensure reproducibility and comparability for future
simulation studies. For the radio propagation, we use the obstacle model [39] that allows us to accurately model signal
attenuation by buildings in a computationally efficient way.
For simulating the physical and medium access control (MAC)
layers, we make use of the well-validated IEEE 802.11p model
[40], configuring it to represent a single-radio/single-channel
DSRC system with parameters as listed in Table II.
The exchange of CAMs/BSMs is implemented as a static
beaconing application that generates a beacon containing the
needed information for calculating the collision probability
every beacon interval and passes the message down to the
MAC. We simulate four different beacon intervals (every 0.04,
0.1, 0.5, and 1 s) in the range of the DCC defined in ETSI
standard [25],

Fig. 4. Map view of the simulated X-intersection showing the potential
collision area, buildings, and two approaching vehicles.

V. E VALUATION
The presented results are based on a simulation study, as
described in Section IV, and we want to emphasize that the
vehicle movements are controlled by IDM with varying input
parameters and hence result in different driver behaviors and
a wide variety of intersection approaches. In the following,
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we investigate the intersection collision probability estimation
based on three different outcomes of intersection approaches;
we distinguish the outcomes as follows. The first group C RASH
includes only intersection approaches of vehicles that collided
at the intersection. To be able to distinguish critical and noncritical situations better, we introduce a second group called
N EAR C RASH that includes all approaches where a vehicle’s
safety boundary of 0.4 m has been violated by the other one.
This group covers also crash situations that have not been
detected due to simulation time step size and allows for the
detection of situations in which a driver would already feel quite
unsafe. The third group N O C RASH contains only intersection
approaches where the vehicles did not collide nor violate the
safety boundary of each other.
For each simulation parameter set, we simulate 5000 intersection approaches using the parameters in Table I and record
the successfully received beacons, the exact movements of the
approaching vehicles, and the outcome of each approach at the
intersection. The distribution of all simulation runs across these
groups has been as follows: 3.76% of runs resulted in C RASH,
0.84% N EAR C RASH, and 95.4% N O C RASH.
A. Validation of Collision Probability
As a first step, we investigate whether the defined collision
probability is behaving as intended for both the most general
form of acceleration probability distribution (uniform) and the
more realistic distribution (triangular). The collision probability
should have the following two properties essential for vehicular
safety application.
• No false positives. During N O C RASH approaches, the
collision probability estimation should never exceed a
certain threshold.
• No false negative. During C RASH approaches, the collision probability estimation should exceed at least a certain
threshold (ideally close to 100%).
To validate the collision probability, we recorded the exact
position, speed, and acceleration for each time step and vehicle
without considering any communication delay (referred to as
sensor data). Based on these data, we calculated the maximum
collision probability for each approaching vehicle and present
the distribution in box plots grouped by the different outcomes
in Fig. 5. For each data set, a box is drawn from the first quartile
to the third quartile, and the median is marked with a thick line;
additional whiskers extend from the edges of the box toward
the minimum and maximum of the data set but not further
than 1.5 times the interquartile range. Data points outside the
range of box and whiskers are considered “outliers” and drawn
singularly as circles.
When looking at the N O C RASH group, we see that the
median probability value is approximately 10%, and even the
highest value is clearly smaller than 40%.
For the C RASH group, we see that almost all approaching vehicles have reached a maximum collision probability of 100%.
We carefully checked all the vehicles for which a percentage
smaller than 100% has been recorded and observed that these
false negatives occur due to a mismatch of the simulated
intersection layout (which is based on the mentioned real-world
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Fig. 5. Boxplot showing the maximum collision probability per approaching
vehicle calculated using exact sensor data and grouped by the outcome.

geodata) and the perfect intersection layout assumed during
probability calculation. To cross-check, we simulated a perfect
intersection with the exact (down to the millimeter) layout
shown in Fig. 4. In this perfect intersection scenario, every
approaching vehicle reached a maximum collision probability
of 100% (data not shown).
Finally, we can observe that, in group N EAR C RASH, probabilities are at a median value of 42%, with some interesting
outliers at 100%. We analyzed the outliers and found that all
of them depict vehicle collisions that went undetected due to
simulation time step size.
We can conclude that, under the given assumptions and with
perfect knowledge, the algorithm shows no false positives and
no false negatives.
B. Bringing Networking Into the Picture
We now go one step further and calculate the collision
probability based on the CAM/BSM information received from
the other vehicle. The calculation is carried out using exact local
information together with delayed CAM/BSM data received
from the other vehicle. Please note that our scenario with
only two approaching vehicles periodically sending CAM/BSM
messages represents an ideal (best) case with respect to channel
conditions and medium access delay.
Fig. 6 shows the distribution of the maximum collision probability per vehicle for different beacon intervals (0.04, 0.1, 0.5,
and 1 s), which are grouped by the three different outcomes of
an intersection approach. Basically, we can observe that, for the
group N O C RASH , the distribution of maximum collision probability does not significantly change for the different beacon
intervals. Hence, we can conclude that the beacon frequency
has no effect on false positives when using a warning threshold
of 40%. However, for the group C RASH , we see that the number
of vehicles that do not reach a high collision probability is substantially increasing for larger beacon intervals. This is shown
by comparing Fig. 6(a), which shows a similar distribution as
shown in the validation (cf. Fig. 5), and Fig. 6(d), which reveals
that already a major portion of the approaching vehicles has not
reached a high collision probability before crashing.
To understand the correlation between the vehicles’ distances
and the resulting estimated collision probabilities, Fig. 7 shows
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Fig. 6. Comparison of the maximum collision probability per approaching vehicle for all received beacons, which are grouped by the final outcome of the
intersection approach. The results for different beacon intervals are shown. (a) Beacon interval of 0.04 s. (b) Beacon interval of 0.1 s. (c) Beacon interval of 0.5 s.
(d) Beacon interval of 1 s.

Fig. 7. Mean estimated collision probability per bin calculated based on beacons received using a beacon interval of 0.04 s and assuming uniform distribution
of possible trajectories; the dot size represents also the collision probability of the bin by showing large dots for high collision probabilities. (a) C RASH.
(b) N EAR C RASH. (c) N O C RASH.

the mean collision probability that has been reached for the
vehicles’ positions at the time a beacon was received. We
binned all received beacons by the distance of the sender and
the receiver to the intersection; the mean collision probability is
calculated for each of the resulting bins and is depicted by the
color and the size of the dots in the plot. The presented plots
are separated for the three outcomes C RASH, N EAR C RASH,
and N O C RASH, and show the calculated collision probabilities
for a beacon interval of 0.04 s.
Let us first concentrate on Fig. 7(a), where the estimated
mean collision probabilities of only C RASH approaches are
plotted. As expected, all points close to the potential collision
area show a very high mean collision probability, which is
steadily decreasing when looking at points farther away from
the intersection. For outcome N EAR C RASH [cf. Fig. 7(b)],
no beacons have been received close to the diagonal, and the
estimated collision probabilities reach a medium level (about
50%) at a distance of 20 m, but they decrease again toward
the intersection. Additionally, the outliers, which have been
already identified as not detected collisions, are visible as high
probability dots close to the intersection and diagonal. Fig. 7(c)
shows very low estimated collision probabilities for N O C RASH
approaches.

Fig. 8. Maximum collision probability per approaching vehicle for all received beacons (beacon interval 1 s) using the triangular distribution.

C. More Realistic Driver Behavior
As mentioned in Section III-E, we use a triangular acceleration probability distribution as an example for modeling a more
realistic (but certainly not the real) driver behavior.
Fig. 8 shows again the maximum reached collision probability per approaching vehicle. When comparing these distributions in different situations for the beacon interval of 1 s
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Fig. 9. Worst case collision probabilities per bin calculated based on beacons received using a beaconing interval of 0.04 s; the dot size and color represent
the collision probability of the bin by showing large dots for high collision probabilities. (a) Minimum, uniform distribution, C RASH . (b) Minimum, triangular
distribution, C RASH . (c) Maximum, triangular distribution, N O C RASH .

with Fig. 6(d), we notice that the distribution of the triangular
distribution is more compact for the outcome C RASH, whereas
the other two outcomes have similar distributions. Therefore,
with a more realistic behavior (triangular distribution), we see
fewer false negatives.
Another positive aspect in a more realistic setup, i.e., using
the triangular distribution, is shown in Fig. 9. Here, again,
the correlation between sender/receiver distances and collision
probabilities is depicted. When comparing Fig. 9(a) and (b),
it turns out that the collision probability estimation allows the
prediction of a future crash already at larger distances from the
intersection. This would allow earlier intervention in critical
situations. (We have already shown that there is no negative
effect for the N O C RASH outcome either.)
We plotted the minimum reached collision probability per
bin to demonstrate how the collision probability is behaving in
the worst case, although the same effects are also visible when
plotting the mean (data not shown). Plotting this minimum
collision probability reveals some low collision probabilities
close to the borders [in Fig. 9(a) and (b)]. We verified that the
outliers are caused by intersection layout inaccuracies.
To analyze the worst case results for outcome N O C RASH,
the maximum reached collision probability per bin for the
triangular distribution is plotted in Fig. 9(c). Although the
collision probability values are higher compared with the mean
[cf. Fig. 7(c)], the plot confirms the trend that, close to the
intersection, the collision probability is decreasing and showing
very low probabilities of around 5%.
D. Implications on Vehicular Networking Concepts
After showing the applicability and validity of our collision
probability estimation, we are ready to draw first conclusions
related to vehicular networking concepts.
Fig. 10 shows a typical evolution of the collision probability
over time for a C RASH approach, i.e., for one vehicle approaching an intersection and finally colliding with another vehicle.
Two effects are immediately apparent. The collision probability
can only be updated when a beacon has been received; and it
remains unchanged in the case of lost beacons. Loss of beacons
will, for example, occur if radio communication is obstructed or

Fig. 10. Evolution of the collision probability for a typical C RASH intersection approach.

if the channel becomes overloaded. Both effects are considered
in our simulation study as well. Moreover, the step height of the
collision probability strongly depends on the interval at which
new information is being received.
Assuming that an approach has been identified as unavoidable crash, i.e., the collision probability reached 100%, all
future beacons will also yield a collision probability of 100%.
Therefore, any action to prevent a crash needs to be triggered at
least one beacon prior to receiving one yielding 100%. We call
this the Last Before Unavoidable (LBU) beacon.
In the following, we investigate the collision probability
estimation that has been calculated for LBU beacons. Fig. 11
shows the empirical complementary cumulative distribution
function (eCCDF) of the calculated collision probability for
LBU beacons, depending on the configured beacon interval.
Looking at Fig. 11(a), which shows the eCCDF for uniform
distribution of possible trajectories, it is shown that the median
LBU collision probability estimation was below 75% and 50%
for slow beacon intervals of 0.5 and 1 s, respectively. This
would already necessitate a fairly small threshold for automated
reactions. Even worse, considering safety applications, it is
necessary to cover almost all possible situations; thus, the 95th
and 99th success percentiles (also listed in Table III) are a better
indication of how a reaction threshold would need to be chosen.
Here, it becomes clear that slow beacon intervals (1 and 0.5 s)
are not suitable because the implied reaction thresholds for
these beacon intervals are as low as 21% and 48%, thus leading
to many false positives. Depending on the driver behavior
(as illustrated by the triangular acceleration probability distribution chosen for Fig. 11(b) and Table III), the necessary reaction threshold might be chosen some percentage points higher
(from 39% to 76%), but it still remains low.
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Fig. 11. eCCDF of collision probability for LBU beacons and approaches in group C RASH. (a) Uniform acceleration probability distribution. (b) Triangular
acceleration probability distribution.

TABLE III
R EACTION T HRESHOLDS BASED ON LBU C OLLISION P ROBABILITY

For smaller beacon intervals (0.04 and 0.1 s), we see that
the necessary reaction thresholds are appreciably high (up to
99.3% assuming a triangular acceleration probability distribution, when targeting a 95th percentile success rate and using
the fastest beaconing interval). However, these values are only
applicable for the highly idealistic network conditions assumed
in the simulation. In earlier work [3], we were able to show that
fixed rate beaconing with such high rates would overload the
network, leading to excessive packet loss, which, as discussed
earlier, would have fatal implications for ICWSs.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In conclusion, we were able to define a collision probability
estimation scheme that allows assessment of the criticality of
an intersection approach based on exchanged beacons, such
as CAMs or BSMs. Given information about two approaching
vehicles (such as their current position and speed), we are
able to derive potential future trajectories and calculate the
probability of a crash. In general, this value can be subsequently
exploited for warnings to the human driver, although this is
not the focus of this paper. Instead, we evaluated the impact
of beaconing-based IVC on whether the calculated collision
probability can be used for assessing the criticality of situations.
In an extensive number of simulation experiments, we validated
the proposed criticality metric and carefully evaluated the collision probability estimation.
Our findings show that our metric clearly reveals the criticality of an intersection approach. We also show, using periodic
beaconing as an example, how the metric can be applied for
evaluating IVC solutions and how simple periodic beacon-

ing is not as effective as anticipated in suburban environments. The presented LBU collision probability can be used
to further examine the behavior of information dissemination
protocols for intersection safety applications. Moreover, the
analysis of the maximum change of the collision probability
between two consecutive beacons can give new insights into
how to properly design information dissemination for such
applications.
Finally, the presented general approach of the intersection
collision probability can be extended to capture more details
such as lateral movements of vehicles or longitudinal vehicle
dynamics. Additional future work includes the investigation
of more realistic (maybe even dependent) probability distribution functions for trajectories of two approaching vehicles.
These probability distributions might also make use of machine
learning and hence might be able to predict possible future
trajectories more accurately on a per driver basis.
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